
 
Word Problems 
 
 
Sometimes two trains pass in a tunnel. 
Sometimes you’re on both of them. 
 
Sometimes you notice, or you think you do, 
and then spend the rest of the day walking  
  
around with that idea in your shoe.  
You’ll wake up in the night 
 
with no explanation 
but the soundless brush of owl feathers. 
  



 
Train Lines  
 
 
The purpose of art is transparency.  
The woman at the station speaks loudly, laughing, into her phone.  
 
Too much art, and a pigeon will break its neck. 
No one recognizes the language. The woman’s speech is pure music. 
 
If you stare long enough at the cement, the cement will not stare back. 
The railroad tracks go past the edge of the city.  
 
Who knows where? The paths of coyotes in the snow  
on the frozen North Saskatchewan have nothing to do with vinyl siding. 
 
Gary Snyder described urban-sprawl houses as biped boxes.  
People on the train ignore the large windows,  
 
and gaze into the little ones they hold in the palms of their hands. 
Lightning chooses tall buildings, not the other way around. 
 
Some people tremble with fear when a crow walks across their shadow.  
When they dry out, sidewalks change from green to grey. 
 
An even smaller number of people are born with black feathers. 
When I was little, I was waterproof. 
  



 
Insomnia 
 
 
In and out 
of sleep, in and out 
 
of bed, in and out 
of bad dreams. 
 
That thing regret does 
with its tongue. 
  



 
Nyctophobia 
 
 
You feel it inside, up from the heels 
a spine-length shudder 
and up the backs of your arms 
it’s a coolness on the neck 
a pinch, a dullness in the eyes 
a vision of the end of tomorrows 
it’s a crow landing in your shadow 
 
We call it dark 
but that’s only calling it what it is not 
we call it night 
but that name is one leaf 
at the expense of the whole tree 
 
Look outside: before you open the window 
dark with spider eyes is looking back at you 
  



 
Ursa Minor 
 
 

You know now they shot at the sun  
because they wanted to bring a darkness into the world.  

 
– Patrick Lane 

 
 
Years later, when I thought about that family of bears,  
I realized what he had really been  
 
trying to do. The man who pulled the trigger slept  
under a hunting knife stuck in his wall  
 
and I heard but didn’t know if I should believe  
all the stories about him,  
 
like the one where he cut the tails off of kittens  
to try and sell them as purebred Manx. I was too little  
 
to be allowed to see those two black bear cubs  
who had not been too little to be shot.  
  



 
Surgery Three  
 
 
a barbed clock-spring; a tightening  
screw; a bright opening flower; a sharp-clawed  
lizard trying to climb but losing its grip; a leech 
  
with a dog’s mouth; a hot red string; a burrowing  
rodent; a key breaking off inside  
the lock; a sardine-tin key turning around my ankle; 
 
a porcupine rattle; a hungry ghost; pliers  
with nerve endings; a breathing bone; a bending  
spoon; a pike with fishhooks  
 
for teeth; a cracking stone; a rotary phone; a fan-belt  
with a tack in it; a grain of sand under a spinning  
top; a fist full of hot coins; a balancing  
 
crowbar; a scrimshaw tattoo; two snakes  
trying to meet in the middle; a hatching  
egg; boiling water; twin succubi: pain-killers and pain 
  



 
A Question  
 
 
for my old friend, my former friend,  
for whom I personally held the ladder  
 
so long ago against the wall, 
while you climbed to the window  
 
of your girlfriend’s room,  
to spirit her away, to elope  
 
without her parents’ knowledge or consent,  
now that after almost 30 years  
 
you have made another mad decision  
and left your wife. 
 
 


